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Pain and mammography: 
is it really unavoidable?

Introduction

Recent technology improvements have set new 
expectations on screening mammography efficiency and 
its contribution to early cancer diagnosis. The performance 
of Digital Breast Tomosynthesis for example, assessed by 
means of several clinical trials (1, 2), appears to confirm the 
value of its potential adoption as a replacement to the use 
of the conventional 2D X-ray procedure.
On the other hand, the benefit of a screening 
mammography programme to the population largely 
depends on the level of participation of women within 
screening age. It could be considered indisputable that 
population mortality reductions are inversely related to 
screening participation rates.
Among European countries, the presence of organized, 
regional and opportunistic screening programs has led to a 
wide variation of participation with percentage attendance 
ranging from a considerable value of 70% in the more 
virtuous nations to that of single-digit performance in 
isolated regions (3).
Population characteristics, such as psychosocial and socio-
demographic factors, are known  to provide the main affect 
on screening mammography attendance, but individual 
and/or personal factors, such as the knowledge of breast 
cancer, the ease of attending for screening, and previous 
experience of breast screening has shown to significantly 
contribute to the re-attendance of women (women who 
attend following screening rounds). More than 40% of 
the women who fail to re-attend screening mammography 
appointments confirm pain as the main cause for the 
non-attendance, with non-attendance due to stress and 
embarrassment accounting for less than 10% (4).

Is pain necessary?

It can be easily determined that for most women pain is 
directly related to the compression which is applied to the 
breast during mammography examinations. However this 
procedure is essential to stabilize breast position during 
exposure (to prevent motion artifacts) and to reduce tissue 
thickness as much as possible (to improve image quality 
and to support a better visualization of the glandular 
content).
Tissue density, breast size, presence of sensitive areas, 
etc., all influence the level of compression/pain that 
can be tolerated and will differ by each single patient; 
nevertheless, the operators tend to aim for the same level 
of compression for all the patients, a level which has 
been established to provide the best compromise between 
stabilization and discomfort.

Compression paddles 

Given the fact that it is not possible to eliminate the 
necessity for breast compression, and that such operation 
brings some discomfort to the patients, several accessories 
and special functions have been recently made available 
from mammography systems manufacturers, in order to 
improve patients’ comfort while maintaining an adequate 
breast compression and position.
Fujifilm has released a set of adaptive breast compression 
paddles (available in different sizes) to be used in 
combination with its digital mammography flagship, 
AMULET Innovality. The “Fit Sweet” paddles feature a 
flexible surface that flexes according to breast size and 
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density, evenly distributing the compression force over 
the contact surface of the tissue with the paddle. The 
paddles take advantage of a smart combination of different 
construction materials (featuring different resistance and 
stiffness), and of a flexible link with the gantry of the 
system. This advanced construction ensures an optimal 

stabilization of the breast thanks to a very wide area of 
contact, while reducing the pressure that is applied to the 
most sensitive area (the thickest and most dense part of the 
glandular tissue, next to the chest wall). The “Fit Sweet” 
paddle always adapts its shape to the breast, providing a 
personalized compression to each patient.

Breast compression and histeresis
 
As with other human body tissues, the breast shows signs 
of hysteresis: this is the property by which the tissue 
does not return to its original condition from a stimulated 
condition (in this case compression) immediately following 
removal of the stimulus.
In other words, the compressed breast does not return to its 
original shape and thickness right after the removal of the 
compression force. 
This “relaxation” may take several seconds, depending 

on the previously applied compression force and on the 
density of the tissue.
Using the physical properties of hysteresis Fujifilm 
has developed an innovative compression mechanism, 
available on AMULET Innovality, called “Comfort Comp”.
The graph below depicts the interaction of compression 
force and breast thickness to reduce pain during a 
mammography examination conducted using Fujifilm’s 
“Comfort Comp” mechanism:

• A to B: after breast positioning, compression is applied and 
increased. Breast thickness reduces and patient discomfort 
increases;

• In B compression force reaches the target value and pain rapidly 
increases: the operator activates the “Comfort Comp” mechanism 
and compression is instantaneously reduced by a controlled value;

• Even with reduced compression (and pain immediately decreased 
to a sustainable level) breast tissue does not return to its original 
thickness. Breast stabilization is retained and the exposure can take 
place, with the patient relieved by the discomfort decrease;

• In C exposure is terminated and compression can be completely 
released.

The “Comfort Comp” mechanism automatically sets the 
values for the decompression of the breast immediately 
before exposure starts, with the amount of breast tissue 

relaxation kept within parameters that maintain the same 
thickness, dose and image quality.
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Initial clinical trials have already been conducted to 
evaluate pain level, average glandular dose, breast 
thickness and compression force variations when operating 
with and without “Comfort Comp”. 
The results were shown during the 74th Annual Meeting of 
the JSRT (Japanese Society of Radiological Technology):
• Over a 240 patient sample, compression force with 

“Comfort Comp” was reduced by an average of 32N 
(111N Vs. 79N);

• Breast thickness average value, for the same sample, was 
increased by 1.1 mm only (37,4 mm Vs 38,5 mm);

• Average glandular dose over the whole sample was 
confirmed to substantially remain the same (1,14 to 1,15 
mGy);

• 56% of the patients participating in the trial reported 
a reduction in pain, especially by those subjects who 
experienced extreme pain (rated at least 3, out of a scale 
of 4) during conventional compression examination.
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Conclusions

The positive impact on early cancer detection of breast 
screening is undisputed, and suggests that all effort should 
be put in place to maximize women’s participation and re-
attendance over their screening age range.
Pain from breast compression during exposure is being 
cited as the reason for 41% of women choosing not to 

attend following mammography rounds: together with 
advanced clinical applications (such as Tomosynthesis and 
contrast enhanced mammography), design and functional 
improvements have been made available by Fujifilm, to 
improve patients’ experience and their consequent tendency 
to re-attend screening examinations year after year.
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